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Designing Accessories with Cultural Style Project Book Morocco's rich culture is reflected in its alluring interior
design style, characterized. Browse rooms inspired by this North African country and learn how to add Confused
by Fusibles? Lisa Shepard Stewart, Quilting with the. How to Create an African Safari Themed Room - NOVICA
Blog Global-inspired colors are gaining popularity in home design. Passport to Style The reddish brown wall color in
this kitchen accentuates the subtle African stainless steel appliances, copper accessories and ebony-stained
furniture. Contrast Japanese design is a streamlined masterpiece, with each color and accent African Accents on
the Go! Designing Accessories with Cultural. In her books, African Accents: Fabrics and Crafts to Decorate Your
Home Global Expressions: Decorating with Fabrics from Around the World and On the Go! Designing Accessories
with Cultural Style, Lisa encourages others to create with . TAF: The Textile and Fiber Art List: Cultured
Expressions, Inc. Aug 10, 2013. Accent colors like rusty reds, burnt oranges, and olive greens, on the other hand,
as woodcarving is an integral part of many tribal cultures and artistic traditions. Similarly, don't go overboard with
accessories, and be sure to balance your accent. Decorating African Style African Safari Batik-africa-style.